Dynamic oracle training has shown substantial improvements for dependency parsing in various settings, but has not been explored for constituent parsing. The present article introduces a dynamic oracle for transition-based constituent parsing. Experiments on the 9 languages of the SPMRL dataset show that a neural greedy parser with morphological features, trained with a dynamic oracle, leads to accuracies comparable with the best non-reranking and non-ensemble parsers.
Introduction
Constituent parsing often relies on search methods such as dynamic programming or beam search, because the search space of all possible predictions is prohibitively large. In this article, we present a greedy parsing model. Our main contribution is the design of a dynamic oracle for transitionbased constituent parsing. In NLP, dynamic oracles were first proposed to improve greedy dependency parsing training without involving additional computational costs at test time (Goldberg and Nivre, 2012; .
The training of a transition-based parser involves an oracle, that is a function mapping a configuration to the best transition. Transition-based parsers usually rely on a static oracle, only welldefined for gold configurations, which transforms trees into sequences of gold actions. Training against a static oracle restricts the exploration of the search space to the gold sequence of actions. At test time, due to error propagation, the parser will be in a very different situation than at training time. It will have to infer good actions from noisy configurations. To alleviate error propagation, a solution is to train the parser to predict the best action given any configuration, by allowing it to explore a greater part of the search space at train time. Dynamic oracles are non-deterministic oracles well-defined for any configuration. They give the best possible transitions for any configuration. Although dynamic oracles are widely used in dependency parsing and available for most standard transition systems Goldberg et al., 2014; Gómez-Rodríguez et al., 2014; Straka et al., 2015) , no dynamic oracle parsing model has yet been proposed for phrase structure grammars.
The model we present aims at parsing morphologically rich languages (MRL). Recent research has shown that morphological features are very important for MRL parsing (Björkelund et al., 2013; Crabbé, 2015) . However, traditional linear models (such as the structured perceptron) need to define rather complex feature templates to capture interactions between features. Additional morphological features complicate this task (Crabbé, 2015) . Instead, we propose to rely on a neural network weighting function which uses a non-linear hidden layer to automatically capture interactions between variables, and embeds morphological features in a vector space, as is usual for words and other symbols (Collobert and Weston, 2008; Chen and Manning, 2014) .
The article is structured as follows. In Section 2, we present neural transition-based parsing. Section 3 motivates learning with a dynamic oracle and presents an algorithm to do so. Section 4 introduces the dynamic oracle. Finally, we present parsing experiments in Section 5 to evaluate our proposal.
Transition-Based Constituent Parsing
Transition-based parsers for phrase structure grammars generally derive from the work of Sagae and Lavie (2005) . In the present paper, we extend Crabbé (2015)'s transition system.
Grammar form We extract the grammar from a head-annotated preprocessed constituent treebank (cf Section 5). The preprocessing involves two steps. First, unary chains are merged, except at the preterminal level, where at most one unary production is allowed. Second, an order-0 head-markovization is performed (Figure 1 ). This step introduces temporary symbols in the binarized grammar, which are suffixed by ":". The resulting productions have one the following form:
where X, A, B are delexicalised non-terminals, a, b and h ∈ {a, b} are tokens, and X[h] is a lexicalized non-terminal. The purpose of lexicalization is to allow the extraction of features involving the heads of phrases together with their tags and morphological attributes.
Transition System In the transition-based framework, parsing relies on two data structures: a buffer containing the sequence of tokens to parse and a stack containing partial instantiated trees. A configuration C = j, S, b, γ is a tuple where j is the index of the next token in the buffer, S is the current stack, b is a boolean, and γ is the set of constituents constructed so far. 1 Constituents are instantiated non-terminals, i.e. tuples (X, i, j) such that X is a non-terminal and (i, j) are two integers denoting its span. Although the content of γ could be retrieved from the stack, we make it explicit because it will be useful for the design of the oracle in Section 4.
From an initial configuration C 0 = 0, , ⊥, ∅ , the parser incrementally derives new configurations by performing actions until a final configuration is reached. S(HIFT) pops an element from the 1 The introduction of γ is the main difference with Crabbé (2015)'s transition system.
A / ∈ N tmp Table 1 : Constraints to ensure that binary trees can be unbinarized. n is the sentence length.
Figure 2: Transition system, the transition RR(X) and the lexicalization of symbols are omitted.
buffer and pushes it on the stack. R(EDUCE)(X) pops two elements from the stack, and pushes a new non-terminal X on the stack with the two elements as its children. There are two kinds of binary reductions, left (RL) or right (RR), depending on the position of the head. Finally, unary reductions (RU(X)) pops only one element from the stack and pushes a new non-terminal X. A derivation
⇒ C τ is a sequence of configurations linked by actions and leading to a final configuration. Figure 2 presents the algorithm as a deductive system. G(HOST)R(EDUCE) actions and boolean b ( or ⊥) are used to ensure that unary reductions (RU) can only take place once after a SHIFT action. 2 Constraints on the transitions make sure that predicted trees can be unbinarized. Figure 3 shows two examples of trees that could not have been obtained by the binarization process. In the first tree, a temporary symbol rewrites as two tempo-2 This transition system is similar to the extended system of Zhu et al. (2013) . The main difference is the strategy used to deal with unary reductions. Our strategy ensures that derivations for a sentence all have the same number of steps, which can have an effect when using beam search. We use a GHOST-REDUCE action, whereas they use a padding strategy with an IDLE action.
Figure 3: Examples of ill-formed binary trees rary symbols. In the second one, the head of a temporary symbol is not the head of its direct parent. Table 1 shows a summary of the constraints used to ensure that any predicted tree is a wellformed binarized tree. 3 In this table, N is the set of non-terminals and N tmp ⊂ N is the set of temporary non-terminals.
Weighted Parsing The deductive system is inherently non-deterministic. Determinism is provided by a scoring function
where θ is a set of parameters. The score of a derivation decomposes as a sum of scores of actions. In practice, we used a feed-forward neural network very similar to the scoring model of Chen and Manning (2014) . The input of the network is a sequence of typed symbols. We consider three main types (non-terminals, tags and terminals) plus a language-dependent set of morphological attribute types, for example, gender, number, or case (Crabbé, 2015) . The first layer h (0) is a lookup layer which concatenates the embeddings of each typed symbol extracted from a configuration. The second layer h (1) is a non-linear layer with a rectifier activation (ReLU). Finally, the last layer h (2) is a softmax layer giving a distribution over possible actions, given a configuration. The score of an action is its log probability.
Assuming v 1 , v 2 . . . , v α are the embeddings of the sequence of symbols extracted from a configuration, the forward pass is summed up by the following equations:
3 There are additional constraints which are not presented here. For example, SHIFT assumes that the buffer is not empty. A full description of constraints typically used in a slightly different transition system can be found in Zhang and Clark (2009) Thus, θ includes the weights and biases for each layer (
, and the embedding lookup table for each symbol type. We perform greedy search to infer the bestscoring derivation. Note that this is not an exact inference. Most propositions in phrase structure parsing rely on dynamic programming (Durrett and Klein, 2015; Mi and Huang, 2015) or beam search (Crabbé, 2015; Watanabe and Sumita, 2015; Zhu et al., 2013 ). However we found that with a scoring function expressive enough and a rich feature set, greedy decoding can be surprisingly accurate (see Section 5).
Features Each terminal is a tuple containing the word form, its part-of-speech tag and an arbitrary number of language-specific morphological attributes, such as CASE, GENDER, NUMBER, ASPECT and others (Seddah et al., 2013; Crabbé, 2015) . The representation of a configuration depends on symbols at the top of the two data structures, including the first tokens in the buffer, the first lexicalised non-terminals in the stack and possibly their immediate descendants ( Figure 4 ). The full set of templates is specified in Table 6 of Annex A. The sequence of symbols that forms the input of the network is the instanciation of each position described in this table with a discrete symbol.
Training a Greedy Parser with an Oracle
An important component for the training of a parser is an oracle, that is a function mapping a gold tree and a configuration to an action. The oracle is used to generate local training examples from trees, and feed them to the local classifier. A static oracle (Goldberg and Nivre, 2012 ) is an incomplete and deterministic oracle. It is only well-defined for gold configurations (the configurations derived by the gold action sequence) and returns the unique gold action. Usually, parsers use a static oracle to transform the set of binarized trees into a set D = {C (i) , a (i) } 1≤i≤T of training examples. Training consists in minimiz-ing the negative log likelihood of these examples. The limitation of this training method is that only gold configurations are seen during training. At test time, due to error propagation, the parser will have to predict good actions from noisy configurations, and will have much difficulty to recover after mistakes.
To alleviate this problem, a line of work (Daumé III et al., 2006; Ross et al., 2011) has cast the problem of structured prediction as a search problem and developed training algorithms aiming at exploring a greater part of the search space. These methods require an oracle well-defined for every search state, that is, for every parsing configuration.
A dynamic oracle is a complete and nondeterministic oracle (Goldberg and Nivre, 2012) . It returns the non-empty set of the best transitions given a configuration and a gold tree. In dependency parsing, starting from Goldberg and Nivre (2012) , dynamic oracle algorithms and training methods have been proposed for a variety of transition systems and led to substantial improvements in accuracy Goldberg et al., 2014; Gómez-Rodríguez et al., 2014; Straka et al., 2015; Gómez-Rodríguez and Fernández-González, 2015) .
Online training An online trainer iterates several times over each sentence in the treebank, and updates its parameters until convergence. When a static oracle is used, the training examples can be pregenerated from the sentences. When we use a dynamic oracle instead, we generate training examples on the fly, by following the prediction of the parser (given the current parameters) instead of the gold action, with probability p, where p is a hyperparameter which controls the degree of exploration. The online training algorithm for a single sentence s, with an oracle function o is shown in Figure 5 . It is a slightly modified version of Goldberg and Nivre (2013)'s algorithm 3, an approach they called learning with exploration.
In particular, as our neural network uses a crossentropy loss, and not the perceptron loss used in , updates are performed even when the prediction is correct. When p = 0, the algorithm acts identically to a static oracle trainer, as the parser always follows the gold transition. When the set of actions predicted by the oracle has more than one element, the best scoring element among them is chosen as the reference
Follow best action return θ action to update the parameters of the neural network.
A Dynamic Oracle for Transition-Based Parsing
This section introduces a dynamic oracle algorithm for the parsing model presented in the previous 2 sections, that is the function o used in the algorithm in Figure 5 . The dynamic oracle must minimize a cost function L(c; t, T ) computing the cost of applying transition t in configuration c, with respect to a gold parse T . As is shown by , the oracle's correctness depends on the cost function. A correct dynamic oracle o will have the following general formulation:
The correctness of the oracle is not necessary to improve training. The oracle needs only to be good enough (Daumé et al., 2009) , which is confirmed by empirical results (Straka et al., 2015) . identified arc-decomposability, a powerful property of certain dependency parsing transition systems for which we can easily derive correct efficient oracles. When this property holds, we can infer whether a tree is reachable from the reachability of individual arcs. This simplifies the calculation of each transition cost. We rely on an analogue property we call constituent decomposition. A set of constituents is tree-consistent if it is a subset of a set corresponding to a well-formed tree. A phrase structure transition system is constituentdecomposable iff for any configuration C and any tree-consistent set of constituents γ, if every constituent in γ is reachable from C, then the whole set is reachable from C (constituent reachability will be formally defined in Section 4.1).
The following subsections are structured as follows. First of all, we present a cost function (Section 4.1). Then, we derive a correct dynamic oracle algorithm for an ideal case where we assume that there is no temporary symbols in the grammar (Section 4.2). Finally, we present some heuristics to define a dynamic oracle for the general case (Section 4.3).
Cost Function
The cost function we use ignores the lexicalization of the symbols. For the sake of simplicity, we momentarily leave apart the headedness of the binary reductions (until the last paragraph of Section 4) and assume a unique binary REDUCE action.
For the purpose of defining a cost function for transitions, we adopt a representation of trees as sets of constituents. For example, (S (NP (D the) (N cat)) (VP (V sleeps))) corresponds to the set {(S, 0, 3), (NP, 0, 2), (VP, 2, 3)}. As is shown in Figure 2 , every reduction action (unary or binary) adds a new constituent to the set γ of already predicted constituents, which was introduced in Section 2. We define the cost of a predicted set of constituentsγ with respect to a gold set γ * as the number of constituents in γ * which are not inγ penalized by the number of predicted unary constituents which are not in the gold set:
The first term penalizes false negatives and the second one penalizes unary false positives. The number of binary constituents in γ * andγ depends only on the sentence length n, thus binary false positives are implicitly taken into account by the fist term. The cost of a transition and that of a configuration are based on constituent reachability. The relation C C holds iff C can be deduced from C by performing a transition. Let * denote the reflexive transitive closure of . A set of constituents γ (possibly a singleton) is reachable from a configuration C iff there is a configuration C = j, S, b, γ such that C * C and γ ⊆ γ , which we write C ; γ.
Then, the cost of an action t for a configuration C is the cost difference between the best tree reachable from t(C) and the best tree reachable from C:
This cost function is easily decomposable (as a sum of costs of transitions) whereas F1 measure is not. By definition, for each configuration, there is at least one transition with cost 0 with respect to the gold parse. Otherwise, it would entail that there is a tree reachable from C but unreachable from t(C), for any t. Therefore, we reformulate equation 1:
In the transition system, the grammar is left implicit: any reduction is allowed (even if the corresponding grammar rule has never been seen in the training corpus). However, due to the introduction of temporary symbols during binarization, there are constraints to ensure that any derivation corresponds to a well-formed unbinarized tree. These constraints make it difficult to test the reachability of constituents. For this reason, we instantiate two transition systems. We call SR-TMP the transition system in Figure 2 which enforces the constraints in Table 1 , and SR-BIN, the same transition system without any of such constraints. SR-BIN assumes an idealized case where the grammar contains no temporary symbols, whereas SR-TMP is the actual system we use in our experiments.
A Correct Oracle for SR-BIN Transition System
SR-BIN transition system provides no guarantees that predicted trees are unbinarisable. The only condition for a binary reduction to be allowed is that the stack contains at least two symbols. If so, any non-terminal in the grammar could be used. In such a case, we can define a simple necessary and sufficient condition for constituent reachability.
Constituent reachability Let γ * be a treeconsistent constituent set, and C = j, S, b, γ a parsing configuration, such that:
A binary constituent (X, m, n) is reachable iff it satisfies one of the three following properties :
The first two cases are trivial and correspond respectively to a constituent already constructed and to a constituent spanning words which are still in the buffer.
In the third case, (X, m, n) can be constructed by performing n − j times the transitions SHIFT and GHOST-REDUCE (or REDUCE-UNARY), and then a sequence of binary reductions ended by an X reduction. Note that as the index j in the configuration is non-decreasing during a derivation, the constituents whose span end is inferior to j are not reachable if they are not already constructed. For a unary constituent, the condition for reachability is straightforward: a constituent (
Constituent decomposability SR-BIN is constituent decomposable. In this paragraph, we give some intuition about why this holds. Reasoning by contradiction, let's assume that every constituent of a tree-consistent set γ * is reachable from C = j, S|(A, i, k)|(B, k, j), b, γ and that γ * is not reachable (contraposition). This entails that at some point during a derivation, there is no possible transition which maintains reachability for all constituents of γ * . Let's assume C is in such a case. If some constituent of γ * is reachable from C, but not from SHIFT(C), its span must have the form (m, j), where m ≤ i. If some constituent of γ * is reachable from C, but not from REDUCE(X)(C), for any label X, its span must have the form (k, n), where n > j. If both conditions hold, γ * contains incompatible constituents (crossing brackets), which contradicts the assumption that γ * is tree-consistent.
Computing the cost of a transition The conditions on constituent reachability makes it easy to compute the cost of a transition t for a given configuration C = j, S|(A, i, k)|(B, k, j), b, γ and a gold set γ * :
Last action was SHIFT 3:
return {REDUCEUNARY(X)} 5:
if ∃n > j, (X, k, n) ∈ γ * then 8:
if (X, i, j) ∈ γ * then 10:
return {REDUCE(X)}
11:
if ∃m < i, (X, m, j) ∈ γ * then 12:
return {REDUCE(Y), ∀Y }
13:
return {a ∈ A|a is a possible action} • The cost of a SHIFT is the number of constituents not in γ, reachable from C and whose span ends in j.
• The cost of a binary reduction REDUCE(X) is a sum of two terms. The first one is the number of constituents of γ * whose span has the form (k, n) with n > j. These are no longer compatible with (X, i, j) in a tree. The second one is one if (Y, i, j) ∈ γ * and Y = X and zero otherwise. It is the cost of mislabelling a constituent with a gold span.
• The cost of a unary reduction or that of a ghost reduction can be computed straightforwardly by looking at the gold set of constituents.
We present in Figure 6 an oracle algorithm derived from these observations.
4.3 A Heuristic-based Dynamic Oracle for SR-TMP transition system The conditions for constituent reachability for SR-BIN do not hold any longer for SR-TMP. In particular, constituent reachability depends crucially on the distinction between temporary and nontemporary symbols. The algorithm in Figure 6 is not correct for this transition system. In Figure  7 , we give an illustration of a prototypical case in which the algorithm in Figure 6 will fail. The constituent (C:, i, j) is in the gold set of constituents and could be constructed with REDUCE(C:). The third symbol on the stack being temporary symbol D:, the reduction to a temporary symbol will jeopardize the reachability of (C, m, j) because reduc-tions are not possible when the two symbols at the top of the stack are temporary symbols. The best course of action is then a reduction to any non-temporary symbol, so as to keep (C, m, j) reachable. Note that in this case, the cost of RE-DUCE(C:) cannot be smaller than that of a single mislabelled constituent.
In fact, this example shows that the constraints inherent to SR-TMP makes it non constituentdecomposable. In the example in Figure 7 , both constituents in the set {(C, m, j), (C:, i, j)}, a tree-consistent constituent set, is reachable. However, the whole set is not reachable, as RE-DUCE(C:) would make (C, m, j) not reachable.
In dependency parsing, several exact dynamic oracles have been proposed for non arcdecomposable transition systems (Goldberg et al., 2014) , including systems for non-projective parsing (Gómez-Rodríguez et al., 2014) . These oracles rely on tabular methods to compute the cost of transitions and have (high-degree) polynomial worst case running time. Instead, to avoid resorting to more computationally expensive exact methods, we adapt the algorithm in Figure 6 to the constraints involving temporary symbols using the following heuristics:
• If the standard oracle predicts a reduction, make sure to choose its label so that every reachable constituent (X, m, j) ∈ γ * (m < i) is still reachable after the transition. Practically, if such constituent exists and if the third symbol on the stack is a temporary symbol, then do not predict a temporary symbol.
• When reductions to both temporary symbols and non-temporary symbols have cost zero, only predict temporary symbols. This should not harm training and improve precision for the unbinarized tree, as any non temporary
Configuration stack Gold tree
Figure 7: Problematic case. Due to the temporary symbol constraints enforced by SR-TMP, the algorithm in Figure 6 will fail on this example. symbol in the binarized tree corresponds to a constituent in the n-ary tree.
Head choice In some cases, namely when reducing two non-temporary symbols to a new constituent (X, i, j), the oracle must determine the head position in the reduction (REDUCE-RIGHT or REDUCE-LEFT). We used the following heuristic: if (X, i, j) is in the gold set, choose the same head position, otherwise, predict both RR(X) and RL(X) to keep the non-determinism.
Experiments
We conducted parsing experiments to evaluate our proposal. We compare two experimental settings. In the 'static' setting, the parser is trained only on gold configurations; in the 'dynamic' setting, we use the dynamic oracle and the training method in Figure 5 to explore non-gold configurations. We used both the SPMRL dataset (Seddah et al., 2013) in the 'predicted tag' scenario, and the Penn Treebank (Marcus et al., 1993) , to compare our proposal to existing systems. The tags and morphological attributes were predicted using Marmot , by 10-fold jackknifing for the train and development sets. For the SPMRL dataset, the head annotation was carried out with the procedures described in Crabbé
Number of possible values ≤ 8 ≤ 32 > 32
Dimensions for embedding 4 8 16 (Table 4 ). The hidden layer has 512 units. 4 For the 'dynamic' setting, we trained every other k sentence with the dynamic oracle and the other sentences with the static oracle. This method, used by Straka et al. (2015) , allows for high values of p, without slowing or preventing convergence. We used several hyperparameters combinations (see Table 5 of Annex A). For each language, we present the model with the combination which maximizes the developement set Fscore. We used Averaged Stochastic Gradient Descent (Polyak and Juditsky, 1992) to minimize the negative log likelihood of the training examples. We shuffled the sentences in the training set before each iteration.
Results Results for English are shown in Table  3 . The use of the dynamic oracle improves F-score by 0.4 on the development set and 0.6 on the test set. The resulting parser, despite using greedy decoding and no additional data, is quite accurate. For example, it compares well with Hall et al. (2014) 's span based model and is much faster.
For the SPMRL dataset, we report results on the development sets and test sets in Table 2 . The metrics take punctuation and unparsed sentences into account (Seddah et al., 2013) . We compare our results with the SPMRL shared task baselines (Seddah et al., 2013) and several other parsing models. The model of Björkelund et al. (2014) obtained the best results on this dataset. It is based on a product grammar and a discriminative reranker, together with morphological features and word clusters learned on unannotated data. Durrett and Klein (2015) use a neural CRF based on CKY decoding algorithm, with word embeddings pretrained on unannotated data. Fernández-González and Martins (2015) use a parsing-as-reduction approach, based on a dependency parser with a label set rich enough to reconstruct constituent trees from dependency trees. Finally, Crabbé (2015) uses a structured perceptron with rich features and beam-search decoding. Both Crabbé (2015) and Björkelund et al. (2014) use MARMOT-predicted morphological tags , as is done in our experiments.
Our results show that, despite using a very simple greedy inference and being strictly supervised, our base model (static oracle training) is competitive with the best single parsers on this dataset.
We hypothesize that these surprising results come both from the neural scoring model and the morphological attribute embeddings (especially for Basque, Hebrew, Polish and Swedish). We did not test these hypotheses systematically and leave this investigation for future work.
Furthermore, we observe that the dynamic oracle improves training by up to 0.6 F-score (averaged over all languages). The improvement depends on the language. For example, Swedish, Arabic, Basque and German are the languages with the most important improvement. In terms of absolute score, the parser also achieves very good results on Korean and Basque, and even outperforms Björkelund et al. (2014) 's reranker on Korean.
Combined effect of beam and dynamic oracle Although initially, dynamic oracle training was designed to improve parsing without relying on more complex search methods (Goldberg and Nivre, 2012) , we tested the combined effects of dynamic oracle training and beam search decoding. In Table 2 , we provide results for beam decoding with the already trained local models in the 'dynamic' setting. The transition from greedy search to a beam of size two brings an improvement comparable to that of the dynamic oracle. Further increase in beam size does not seem to have any noticeable effect, except for Arabic. These results show that effects of the dynamic oracle and beam decoding are complementary and suggest that a good tradeoff between speed and accuracy is already achieved in a greedy setting or with a very small beam size
Conclusion
We have described a dynamic oracle for constituent parsing. Experiments show that training a parser against this oracle leads to an improvement in accuracy over a static oracle. Together with morphological features, we obtain a greedy parser as accurate as state-of-the-art (non reranking) parsers for morphologically-rich languages.
